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AN
INVITATION
TO CONSIGN
we are inviting consignments for
forthcoming auction in
October/November 2012.

Abdul Latiff Mohidin
Mindscape 1983
[92cm x 92cm]
oil on canvas
Estimate: RM120,000 - RM180,000
Sold for RM231,000

For further enquiries please contact :
Linda Leoni
T: +6012-2275325
E-mail: leoni@hbart.com.my
Chris Tay
T: +60162980852
E-mail: chris@hbart.com.my
www.hbart.com.my

Ismail Hashim
Kedai Gunting 1986
[49cm x 47cm]
hand-tinted gelatin silver print
Estimate: RM8,000 - RM12,000
Sold for: RM24,200

SOLD OUT

at
HENRY BUTCHER
ART AUCTION
2012

KUALA LUMPUR: All expectations were exceeded when Henry
Butcher’s third art auction of Malaysian Art achieved a new record
of 100% sale on May 6th, bringing in total sales of RM4,018,300,
well above the pre-sale estimate of RM2.5-3.7 million.
Vincent Sim, Henry Butcher Art Auctioneers’ Director, said:
“We are very encouraged by the overwhelming response from
both the collectors and the rest of the art community here in
Malaysia and the surrounding region. The overflowing saleroom
saw spirited bidding among prospective buyers in the room and
over the phones, with 74% of the works going beyond their high
estimates. We also witnessed an important milestone for Malaysian
Art when the 1984 painting by Malaysia’s international art icon
Datuk Ibrahim Hussein set an auction record for the artist and any
Malaysian work of art to date.”
Titled Red, Orange and Core, this unrivalled pictorial masterpiece
represents the artist at his best. The painting was acquired directly
from the artist by the previous owner shortly after its creation,
and appeared on public view for the very first time during the
auction preview. Sold at RM797,500, it smashed records from
the past two auctions where Pago-Pago Forms by Latiff Mohidin
fetched RM572,000 in 2011 and The Dream by Ibrahim Hussein
at RM500,500 in the year before.
85 out of the 86 lots on offer were sold during the auction on
Sunday while one was quickly snapped up by an eager collector
immediately post-auction.Though the sale saw a smaller collection
as compared to last year, a 27% increase in revenue and 6%
increase in success rate by lot are witnessed, making it Henry
Butcher Art Auctioneers’ most successful sale yet.
Linda Leoni, Henry Butcher Art Auctioneers’ Business Manager,
commented: “It was very exciting to see numerous new faces
bidding fervently for both modern and contemporary works. The
2-week viewing here at White Box proved to be strategic as we
recorded significantly higher attendance this year and a greater
number of walk-ins including expats and younger couples and
families who live around the area. Many prospective buyers who
attended our previews in Penang and Singapore also came to
Kuala Lumpur for the auction, while others opted for telephone
and absentee bids.”
The standing-room only saleroom saw intensive bidding
competition right from the beginning when the first lot, a stunning
1997 ink on paper by veteran artist Khalil Ibrahim, soared to
RM19,800, more than three times its low estimate.
The combination of quality, significance and rarity for works by
pioneers and modern masters sparked strong interest which
led to extended bidding battles among private collectors and

institutional buyers both in the room and over the phones.
Monorobus 1, a smaller and earlier piece by Ibrahim Hussein,
saw one of the most intense bidding during the sale, where
the price leaped to twice its low estimate within the first
minute and eventually sold for RM396,000 to a room bidder.
Works with remarkable provenance also proved to attract
substantial interest, where all four works from the esteemed
collection of Ambassador Dato’ Parameswaran fetched prices
beyond their high estimates, including a 1983 Mindscape by
Latiff Mohidin which sold for RM231,000.
Prices continued to soar for the special tribute section dedicated
to our late National Art Laureate Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal.
Multiple bidding paddles were up in the air bidding for the
4 rare works on paper and the extraordinary oil on canvas
titled Malam Marang saw a seemingly level-headed bidder in
the room who remained persistent throughout while bidding
against an anonymous phone bidder, ultimately realising at
RM170,500.
Other veteran artists whose works prompted fierce bidding
include Dato’ Chuah Thean Teng, Dato’ Mohd. Hoessein Enas,
Dzulkifli Buyong, Jolly Koh, Abdullah Ariff, Ahmad Khalid Yusof,
Dato’ Sharifah Fatimah Syed Zubir and Yusof Ghani.
New names who are making their first appearance at auction
ended up as some of the most popular lots in the sale. Eng
Tay’s Day End depicting his hallmark stylised figures, Patrick
Ng’s exceptionally rare Collage in Blue, Raphael Scott Ahbeng’s
stunning portrayal of his hometown in View of Old Staas, and
Shafie Hassan’s hyper-realistic watercolour Cuti Sekolah all
garnered prices as multiples of their pre-sale estimates.
The debut Chinese Ink section was immensely well-received
with 6 out of 8 works achieving prices above their high
estimates. Both works by Huang Yao realised more than 10
times their low estimates while works by Cheong Soo Pieng
and Chen Wen Hsi were sold at RM52,800 and RM48,400
respectively to a phone bidder.

Datuk Ibrahim Hussein
Monorobus I 1979
[39cm x 145.9cm]
Acrylic on canvas
Estimate: RM150,000 - RM250,000
Sold for RM396,000

The immense interest in the works of new media, sculpture and
photography demonstrated the widening of collecting base with a
growing number of young and edgy collectors competing for works
by Lee Joo For, Juhari Said and Umibaizurah Mahir. The sale ended
on a high note with pioneering photography artist Ismail Hashim’s
remarkably rare hand-tinted silver gelatin print titled Kedai Gunting
realising at RM24,200, three times its lower estimate.
The auction concluded at 5pm with successful bidders discussing
excitedly about where they would hang their newly acquired
pieces while others congratulated the Henry Butcher team on
their way out, expressing their anticipation to the next sale.
Henry Butcher ventured into the art auction three years ago with
the objective of fostering growth of the Malaysian art industry, while
providing a transparent and competitive platform for collectors to
buy and sell artworks. This event will provide opportunities for
local artists to participate actively in the art scene, and inculcate
interest in art collecting among the wider Malaysian society. The
overwhelming results from this buoyant sale underscore the rising
interest and demand for Malaysian Art and the rapid growth of
the local art market. Responding to this, a private collector who
attended the auction commented: “This has indeed created a new
milestone amongst auction houses within South-east Asia and...
Henry Butcher has now joined the ranks of other famous auction
houses in achieving such sales record.”

Ibrahim Hussein
Red, Orange and Core, 1984
[198.3cm x 271.4cm]
Acrylic on canvas,
Estimate: RM800,000 - RM1,200,000
Sold for RM797,500

For the contemporary section, Ahmad Zakii Anwar’s Blue
Kebyar and Chang Fee Ming’s At Low Tide (Dar Es Salaam)
were undeniably most sought after. After being competed for
by at least 8 bidders each, they were finally sold for RM99,000
(est. RM20,000-35,000) and RM30,800 (est. RM2,500-5,000)
respectively. Works by Chong Siew Ying, Jalaini Abu Hassan, Lui
Cheng Thak and Eston Tan were fervently bid for too.

Chang Fee Ming
At Low Tide (Dar Es Salaam) 2005
[20cm x 12.7cm]
watercolour on paper
Estimate: RM2,500 - RM5,000
Sold for 30,800

Ahmad Zakii Anwar
Blue Kebyar 1998
[120.4cm x 90cm]
acrylic on linen
Estimate: RM20,000 - RM35,000
Sold for RM99,000

